Beautiful Things You Ca Do with Fairy Lights
Fairy lights are an extremely
popular decoration at Christmas,
from colourful lights strung
around the tree to icicle like blue
lights hanging from window
ledges and roof edges. Everyone
loves them and they are
relatively cheap to run, especially
the newer LED lights, so here are
some great ideas on how you can
enjoy fairy lights all year round,
not just at Christmas.
Create a
Display

Sparkling

Flower

You can create a stunning visual
display using silk or real flowers
laced with beautiful outdoor
fairy lights. Find an unusually shaped branch or two and pop them in an eye catching vase.
Then wrap around some colourful fairy lights and fill in the gaps with a multitude of fake
flowers. Choose battery lighting if possible with the battery case hidden inside the vase, which
will look much better than having a cable trailing from the vase to the wall. For an elegant
display try white flowers with clear or pale blue fairy lights, or for something altogether more
eye catching opt for a spray of multicoloured blooms with equally colourful fairy lights.

Drape over Paintings
Add a unique touch to your home decor with sparkling fairy lights draped around works of art
or your favourite ornaments. The fairy lights will draw attention to the decorations and are the
perfect alternative to a bright ceiling light in the evenings, to create a warm and homely
atmosphere. LED fairy lights are very cheap to run and so can be used as decoration all year
round.
Create your Dream Wedding Venue

Fairy lights add magic to any event and there are plenty of ways that you can incorporate them
into your wedding decorations for an unforgettable venue. If you are planning to marry outside,
pick a location surrounded by trees, fill them with twinkling fairy lights and have the ceremony
in the evening for best effect. Alternatively, if you are going for a more traditional wedding you
can still create a stunning reception venue with the help of some fairy lights. Choose a marquee
or other indoor venue, dim the lights and cover the ceiling with a spread of net lighting. You will
have all the warmth and comfort of the indoors but with a very beautiful, starry sky above your
head.
Decorate the House for a Party
Indoor Fairy lights can be enjoyed at any age so whether you are organising a birthday party for
your daughter or for your partner, there is no need to splash out on an expensive venue for the
event when you can easily create the same atmosphere at home. Pick out one room, tidy it to
perfection, add some nibbles on a table and string multi coloured, flashing fairy lights around
the walls for your own mini disco at home. Battery lighting can also be used to decorate tables,
chairs and anything else that takes your fancy, and the fact that these lights do not need to be
plugged into a wall means there is no danger of guests tripping over cables.
Bring the Stars Indoors
Children will love to fall asleep watching the stars on their bedroom ceiling. A large sheet of net
lighting is the perfect choice for bringing the outdoors in, whilst the fairy lights will also work as
a night light for children. It is the perfect solution for children afraid of the dark as the lights
have a low energy consumption so can be left on overnight, whilst providing just enough light
for the child to sleep easy.
These are just some of the many things that can be done with fairy lights. From red lights to set
a romantic mood at Valentines to sparkling white lights at Christmas, they are perfect for any
occasion and purpose. When you want to decorate the ceiling net lighting is ideal and very
quick and easy to install, creating the effect of a starry night sky right above your head. For
outdoors events when there will not be a power socket to hand, or if you simply want to
minimise the number of cables on show, battery lighting allows you to bring the magic of these
twinkling lights to any celebration, in any location, at any time.

